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RATIONAL APPROXIMATION OF EXTREMAL LENGTH
FOR DOUBLY CONNECTED DOMAINS

C.  WAYNE MASTÍN

Abstract. Results on the approximation of analytic functions

are used to approximate the extremal length of the family of curves

separating the boundary components of a doubly connected

domain. Bounds for the approximations are established.

1. Introduction. In this report we will consider the problem of approxi-

mating the extremal length of the family of curves separating the boundary

components of a doubly connected domain. A method of successive

approximations will be developed using a basis for the Hubert space of

square-integrable analytic functions on the domain. It will be shown

that the extremal length can be obtained from the solution of a minimi-

zation problem in this infinite-dimensional space and, furthermore, that

this solution can be approximated by solving a minimization problem in

a finite-dimensional subspace. In the problem for the whole space there

are an infinite number of constraints, but in the problem for the sub-

space there are only a finite number of constraints.

The method of approximation which will be developed here is somewhat

similar to that of the approximation of the solution of the minimum

problem associated with the Bergman kernel function. That method may

be found in the book by Kantorovich and Krylov [2].

2. The extremal length and module of a doubly connected domain.   Let

D be a bounded doubly connected domain bounded by analytic curves

and let T be a family of simple closed contours in D which separate the

boundary components of D. The module of T is defined to be

m(T) = infijjp21 p e u\

where U is the set of all nonnegative measurable functions on D such that,

for each y in T, p is a measurable function of arc length on y and the

integral with respect to arc length fy p>l. The extremal length of T is

r\(T)=[m(T)]-\
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Let C0 be the family of all simple closed contours separating the bound-

ary components of D. We will call m(C0) the module of D. If £ is a

one-to-one conformai mapping of D onto the circular ring l<|z|<r,

then

m(C0) = fj>   and   jp >

for every c in C0 if and only if /»=|£'|/27r|£|, except possibly on a set

of measure zero. We note that /7t(C0)=(l/27r)log/\ The proofs of the

above-mentioned results and other properties of module and extremal

length may be found in the book by Jenkins [1].

Let L2(D) be the Hubert space of square-integrable analytic functions

on D with inner product

tttf-Jj*
n

The module of D can now be characterized as

m(C0) = inf {(/, /) \feL\D) and f |/| = 1 for every c in C0).

As has been seen, the function F'\2ttF gives the desired minimum value.

If/and g are two minimizing functions, then |/| = |g| and hence f=el9g

for some real number 0.

3. Approximating the module by families of curves with bounded length.

Let A' be a positive constant greater than the length of either boundary

component of D. For each such K we define the family C(K) consisting of

the curves in C0 with length less than or equal to K.

Theorem 3.1. There is a constant A'0>0 such that m(C(K))=m(C0)

for all K=K0.

Proof. Let R he the circular ring l<|z|<r which is conformally

equivalent to the domain D. Let T be the collection of circles given by

z = peie where l<p<r. Since the module of R is (l/27r)logr, w(T)_

(l/27r)log r. It can be readily shown, as in Jenkins [1, p. 18], that/(z)=27r/z

possesses the properties

ffl/l2 = ^logr   and    J*|/| £ 1    for y e T.

R

Now let/be any function in L2(R) such that ¡y |/| = 1 for yeT. Then
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since ¡y \f\=p Jî* \f(peie)\ dd, as in Jenkins [1, p. 18],

7- r [\fipeie)\ dp dd >± log r = -±-2 r f ' ± dp dB,
2tt Jo   Jx 2v 4tt  Jo  Jx p

which implies

o^rr(i/(^ie)i-r~)2p^^
Jo   Ji \ zirp/

p2w rr 1    i"2r /*r "    i       /-2i fr i

^       \\f(pe«)\*pdpde--i-\    \\f(peie)\dpdd + ~^\        ±dpdd
Jo   Jx rr Jo   Jx 4tt Jo   Jx p

<r¡r\f(peie)\2pdpde-^-logr.
Jo  Jx 2rr

Thus

Sl/l2 ^ — log r   and    m(T) = — log r.
2-rr 277

Let £ be a one-to-one conformai mapping of R onto D. Let A be the image

of T under 7. Then m(A)=m(T) which implies m(C0), the module of D,

is equal to /77(A) since m(T) is equal to the module of R. For any A in A

there is a y in T such that/(y)=A. Hence the length of A, which is j"y |£'|,

satisfies

I17'I <; 27rrM

where /V/=max{|7'(z)| |zeÄ}. Let K0=2-rrrM. Then m(A)^7?i(C(/0)<

/7i(C0) for any K^.K0 and since m(A)=m(C0), m(C(K))=m(C0) for

A->/^0.

In the proof of the above theorem, a value for K0 is found which depends

on the conformai mapping function. Assuming this function is not known,

we do not know exactly how large K0 must be. It is sufficient that K0

be larger than the maximum length of the images of the circles in T. If

the original domain D were the circular ring l<|z|<r, then tm(C(A')) =

m(C0) for all K under consideration; that is, K>2nr.

4. Approximating the module for curves with bounded length by rational

functions. In the remaining part of this paper, we assume that K is

large enough so that m(C(K))=m(C0). The family C(K) will be denoted

simply by C. This section deals with approximating m(C) which is equal

to the module of D.

Let {Cn} be a sequence of finite families of curves such that

C, c C2 <= • • • c: C
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m(Cn) = inf ((/,/)

mk(C) = infj(/,/)

mk(Cn) = inf ((/,/)

and, for any given c in C, c:z=cp(t), 0_/_l, and £>0, there exists an

N>0so that whenever n>N we can find a cn in Cn, cn:z=<pn(t), 0_r_l,

with \<pn(t) — q>(t)\<e for 0=7=1 and \<p'n(t)—<p'(t)\<e if ^(i) and

ç>'(0 are Dotri defined. The following is an example of such a sequence.

For each positive integer n, let Pn be a finite set of points in D with

■Pi CA c • ' " and (Jñ=i ^b dense in D. If C is the family of simple closed

polygonal paths contained in C with vertices in Pn, then {Cn} satisfies

the above conditions.

Let {wk} be a basis for L2(D) consisting of rational functions with all

poles at a single point z=a in the bounded component of the complement

of the closure of D (see Meschkowski [3, p. 83]). We will be concerned with

the relation between the following quantities and the module of D:

/eL2(Z>)andjy| = l forcing),

/ = JT aiWi and  f |/| £ 1 for c in c],
j=l Jc I

f = 2 aiWi and f |/| = 1 for c in CB).

Each of the above is a positive finite quantity and in each case the minimum

value is assumed. From the definitions we have w(Cn)_/?j(C)_/«i.(C),

m(Cn)=mk(Cn)=mk(C).

Theorem 4.1.   lim* .«, mk(C)=m(C).

Proof. We have already noted that m(C)—mk(C) for any k. Suppose

mk(C) does not converge to m(C). Since {mk(C)} is a monotone sequence,

there is an £>0 such that mk(C)>m(C) + s for every k.

Let/be the minimizing function £'/27r£as given in §2. Then since C<^C0

and m(C)=m(Cu), we have a function/in L2(D) with |'c |/| = 1 for every

c in C and (f,f)=m(C). From the relation between/and the conformai

mapping function given in §2 and the fact that D is bounded by analytic

curves, we observe that/is analytic on the closure of D. Thus/can be

expanded in a series yjLi u,h'¿ which converges uniformly to / on D.

Let/„=2"=i Wi- Let ô he a positive number less than l/K and N6 be a

positive integer such that |/„—f\<ó whenever n>Nà. Let A denote the

area of D and let M be a bound for {/„} on D. Then

!(/.,/.) - (/,/)! S 2M íí|/. -/I < IM AtS2ufJ|/.-.
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for n>Nô. Also

i - íl/»l ú fl/l - fi/„l ú íl/-/»l ^ xó
Je Je Je Je

for c in C and «>/Vi. Thus  fe |/J£1-A3>0.  Let ^»(l-A'á)-1/,,.
Now

and

(g-, g«) - (/»,/.) « [(1 - K<5)-2 - !](/»,/»)

< [(1 - KÔ)-2 - l][(f,f) + 2AMÔ].
Henee, for n>Nô,

Kg», g«) - (/./)l ̂  Kg«, g») - (/./Jl + K/../J - (f,f)\ < n
where   r)=2AMÔ+[(l-Kô)-2-l][(f,f)+2AMô]>0.   Choose  ô  small
enough so that r?<£/2. Then for n>Nó,

mn(C) > m(C) + e -(/,/) + « > (g«, g«) + e/2.

This contradicts the definition of wn(C).

Theorem 4.2.   lim,^«, m(Cn)=m(C).

Proof. For each positive integer n there is a function /„ in 72(Z>)

such that (fn,fn)=m(Cn) and )c |/„|>1 for every c in Cn. Since m(CB)^

tm(C) for each n, the sequence {(f„,fn)} is bounded. This implies that the

sequence of functions {/„} is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of

D and hence is a normal family. Now there is a subsequence {/„ } of

{/„} which converges to a function/in L2(D) uniformly on compact subsets

of D. By considering an exhaustion of D by compact subsets, it can be

shown that

Uminf(fnv,fJ^(f,f).

Also, from the definition of C„, it is evident that Jc |/|^1 for every c

in C. Thus (f,f)^m(C) which implies

liminf m(Cn,)£ m(C).

Since m(Cn)^m(C) and {??i(Cn)} is a monotone sequence, we have

lim m(Cn) = m(C).
n-*oo

Theorem 4.3.   limn,k_x mk(CA=m(C).
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Proof.    By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2,

m(C) = lim mk(C) = lim m(Cn).
fc-*co n—.00

The result now follows since w(Cn)=mA.(Cn)=wfc(C).

5. Bounds for m(C) and mk(Cn). An upper bound for M(C) is

first obtained involving the Bergman kernel function for the domain D.

Let £ be an arbitrary point in D and let/ be the unique function with

minimum norm from among all functions in L2(D) assuming the value 1

at z=£. This function is related to the Bergman kernel function K(z, Ç) by

the equation

fi(z) = K(i, l)¡K(l, V).

Since D is doubly connected, K(z, £) does not have a single-valued

integral and hence j'c K(z, V) dz?¿0 for c e C. We also note that K(Ç, £)>0.

The verification of the above results are found in the book by Meschkowski

[3, Chapter 4].

Since, for all c in C,

iw^H-sblK0*K(í, t)

and the last quantity is constant for c in C, we have

>0

/ = ¡nf{Jj/{| | c e cj > 0.

Now fc /-'l/cl^l, which implies I~2 $Sj) \f\2=m(C). If we let

J =

then since J< I and

it follows that

1Uz) d:

JÏ'/ç|2=l//<(£,£),

1/J2K(£,£)= 1//2K(£,0 = W(C).

Thus the module m(C) of D satisfies the inequality

1     ^   .,.,,, .. 1

'«(C)
^ ./'*(£, 5)

K($, 0
iK(z' t)dz

where c is an arbitrary curve in C.

A similar result for mk(Cn) can be obtained by using the reproducing

kernel Kk(z, £) for the subspace of L2(D) generated by the basis elements
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Wx, • • • , wk. In this case we have

-J—>—i—
mk(Cn) - Kka, 0

where c is an arbitrary curve in C.

Since it is known that K(z, 0 and Kk(z, I) are analytic functions of z

in the closure of D whenever £ is fixed in D, in each of the two inequalities

we can also let c be either of the boundary components of D.

In order to obtain a lower bound for mk(C„), it will be assumed that the

basis {wk} for L2(D) has been orthonormalized. Then

k

f = 2 °*w*
i=l

implies

(ff) = i kl2-
¿=i

Also

f l/l ̂  2 kl f Kl   for ceC„.
Jc ¿=1 Je

Let c3, l<j^pn, denote the curves in Cn. If we put Ai=\ai\ and

Wij=$c. |w,-|, then there is a unique Ac-tuple (/11; • • • , Ak) which minimizes

2*=i^i from among all fc-tuples with 2f=1 AtWtí^l, l^j^pn. Since

JCi |/| = 1 implies 2LiAiWij=l, it follows that if (Alt ■ ■ ■ , Ak) is a
solution to this minimum problem, then

mk(Cn) = 2 4-
! = 1

We have thus obtained upper and lower bounds for mk(Cn). In the

first case the bound involves a reproducing kernel which can be obtained

by solving a minimum problem with a unique solution. In the second case

we again solve a different minimum problem with a unique solution.
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